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I am studying millennials’ behavior and obsession with food, 

in order to understand how their voices and social activities are 

shaping the food culture and impacting businesses.

1. CONCEPT STATEMENT.

Methodology adapted from Wayne C. Booth’s “The Craft of Research” (2008), chapter 3:  From Topics to Question.



2. DOMAINS.

All four domains are aligned in sequence to explain the basis and flow of the entire project.

MILLENNIALS
FOOD 

OBSESSION
SOCIAL

SHARING
FOOD 

CULTURE



“in-the-moment”
“after-

the-fact”VS.





I want to create  a database of 

human cravings (of food).



Because it’s a 
shared human experience.

BUT REALLY, WHY WOULD ANYONE CARE ENOUGH TO EXPLORE HUMAN CRAVINGS?

When anyone’s looking at explaining a shared experience, everyone listens. 
Why does everyone sneeze? Why do you yawn and then someone else yawns? 
and everyone says, “I don’t know, but I do want to know.”
-- Eve Turow



So, how?



A.    AUTOMATE INPUTS: 
Scour the internet for the word “craving”. Passive observation. Data mining.

+ Capture “after-the-fact” cravings

+ Automatic, generalized data

+ Massive dataset. BIG DATA.

- Complex procedure to produce a clean dataset.



Precedent:

WE 
FEEL 
FINE
Jonathan Harris 
& Sep Kamvar



B.    MANUAL INPUTS: 
Takes user’s direct input through 
interface

+ Capture “in-the-moment” cravings

+ On-demand data

+ Could be a physical installation

- Smaller population, smaller dataset



Precedent:

Smell
Machine
MOFAD 
(Museum of 
Food and Drink) 
New York, NY



prototype A
AUTOMATE THE DATA INPUTS
➔ Scraping Twitter searching for the word “craving” 
➔ Save to a local database
➔ Build a precompiled food terms list to compare incoming entries
➔ Make a clean dataset
➔ Visualize it



prototype B

GET MANUAL INPUTS FROM INTERFACE
➔ Provide interface that stimulates people’s craving
➔ Takes input from physical buttons and sensors (e.g. Temperature/Humidity sensor)
➔ Save to a local database
➔ Visualize it





demo





QUICK USER TEST COMMENTS:

+ “The capacitive touch sensor is very finicky, not sure if it’s the correct type of input for 
this.”

+ “This is the cutest thing I’ve seen. Food + electric circuit are very appealing.”

+ “It makes me wanna go buy burger right now...”



If I had more time…..

+ Add LEDs to indicate if any of the food dome is being touched

+ An option to toggle mute/unmute YouTube videos

+ Make a better (and more meaningful) visualization: 
categorize by timestamps, adding filtering function based on food terms

+ Do a proper user testing



Thank you.


